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ABSTRACT 
The aerodynamic forces occurring when one road vehicle overtakes another are to 
be investigated using two-dimensional (2D) computational fluid dynamics. Although a 
lot of researches have been carried on the aerodynamics of the flow of overtaking 
vehicles, very little information is available on flow around full scale vehicles. Increasing 
the size of models I 0 times would results in the increase of the mesh size, making it more 
expensive and requires higher performance hardware. This research studied the 
aerodynamic forces by the quasi static approach using CFD analysis; it also laid the 
grounds for further transient and 3D investigation on the full scale model and discussed 
their feasibility. 
The purpose of this report is to discuss the outcomes of my final year project with 
some guidance on how to reach these results for further investigations. 
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Abstract 
1he aerodynamic furces ocCUlTing when one road vehicle overtakes another are to be 
investigated using two-dimensional (2D) computational fluid dynamics. Although a lot 
of researches have been carried on the aerodynamics of the flow of overtaking vehicles, 
very little infunnation is available on flow around full scale vehicles. Increasing the size 
of models 1 0 times would results in the increase of the mesh size, making it more 
expensive and requires higher perfunnance hardware. This research studied the 
aerodynamic forces by the quasi static approach using CFD analysis; it also laid the 
grounds for fi.uther transient and 3D investigation on the full scale model and discussed 
their feasibility. 
1he purpose of this report is to discuss the outcomes of my lina1 year project with some 
guidance on how to reach these results for fi.uther investigations. 
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Introduction 
Background of Study 
As one vehicle passes another vehicle, the air flow between the vehicle change 
instability of the vehicles due to the change in pressure, drag and lift forces. 
Background Theory 
Bernoulli s equation: Bernoulli's principle states that fur an inviscid flow, an increase in 
the speed of the fluid occurs simultaneously with a decrease in pressure. 
In most flows of liquids, and of gases at low Mach number, the mass density of a fluid 
parcel can be considered to be constant, regardless of pressure variations in the flow. For 
this reason the fluid in such flows can be considered to be incompressible and these 
flows can be descnbed as incompressible flow. Bernoulli perfurmed his experiments on 
liquids and his equation in its original furm is valid only fur incompressible flow. A 
common furm of Bernoulli's equation, valid at any a:Jbitrary point along 
a streamline where gravity is constant, is: 
v2 p 2 + gz + p = constant 
Where: 
V is the fluid flow speed at a point on a streamline, 
9 is the acceleration due to gravity, 
z is the elevation of the point above a reference plane, with the positive z-
direction pointing upward - so in the direction opposite to the gravitational 
acceleration, 
P is the pressure at the point, and 
Pis the density of the fluid at all points in the fluid. 
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Drag force: refers to forces that oppose the relative motion of an object through a fluid 
CFD: stands fur computational fluid dynamics. The analysis of the flow using computer 
sotlware. 
Problem Statement 
Although a lot of researches has been earned on the aerodynamics of the flow of 
overtaking vehicles, very little information is available on flow around fuD scale 
vehicles. Increasing tbe size of models 1 0 times would results in the increase of tbe 
mesh size, making it more expensive and requires higher performance hardware. 
Objectives 
The objective of this research is to understand and analyze the flow around two vehicles 
and its effuct on overtaking vehicles. 
Scope of Study 
The scopes of study include the basic principles of external flow. These principles 
include tbe stream line of the flow and the forces acting on tbe body due to the flow. 
The fields of tbe scope are summarized as fOllowing: 
• Research on external flow on road vehicles. 
• Research on air disturbance furces 
• Study tbe airflow during vehicle overtaking. 
• Using computer modeling and analysis. 
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Literature Review 
Yamamoto and Nakagawa (1997) conducted a dynamic study on 1/10th scale models 
and concluded that, fur a velocity ratio of k<0.25, dynamic efiects could be neglected 
and the problem could be modelled statically. Telionis et al. (1979) conducted tow tank 
analysis on a greater range of velocity ratios and suggested that dynamic effects were 
insignificant up to k<0.4. 
The unsteady computational lluid dynamics (CFD) analysis of Okumura and Ktniyama 
( 1997) was conducted at higher velocity ratios and concluded that dynamic efiects were 
important. For a velocity ratio of k = 0.5 the peak yawing moment of the vehicle being 
passed was almost 100% higher than that predicted using the quasi-steady approach. 
The experimental study of Gillieron and Noger (2004) combined analy1ical methods and 
CFD with use of the new experimental overtaking test bench at the Institute 
Aeroteclmique de Saint Cyr !'Ecole. The relative velocity range tested was 0-10 m/s (0-
22 mph) on 1/Sth scale Ahmed models with a free streamvelocity of 30 m/s (68 mph). 
Results indicated that the side force at a relative velocity of 10 ml s (22 mph, k = 0.32) 
was 60-120% higher than that predicted by the quasi-steady analysis. The latest report 
of Noger et al. (2005) suggests that the aerodynamic furces on overtaking road vehicles 
become velocity dependent when the ratio of the relative velocity to the overtaken 
vehicle velocity (k) is greater than 0.2. Data presented fur a velocity ratio of k~O.S 
showed aerodynamic behavior difiering significantly from that predicted using quasi-
steady analysis. 
It is widely recognised that crosswinds can adversely influence vehicle handling and 
stability and create potentially hazardous driving conditions. However, little work has 
been completed on the influence of a crosswind on overtaking manoeuvres. Most 
existing studies concentrate on vehicles in isolation such as Docton' s (1996) study on 
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the impact of transient crosswinds on an individual passenger vehicle. Docton round that 
flow separation from the leeward side of the vehicle took a finite amm.mt of time to 
develop as the vehicle moved into the crosswind. This delay in separation was 
accompanied by exaggeration of low-pressure regions, resulting in aerodynamic forces 
exceeding those predicted using steady analysis by 40-60%. Telionis et a!. (1979) gave 
some consideration to the impact of a crosswind on the aerodynamic furces encountered 
by a small car passing a large truck Their study on crosswinds at angles up to b '/. 24 1 
indicated increases in the drag and side force of 1 00-150% as the car emerged into the 
crosswind from the leeward wake of the truck In the recent experimental study by 
Noger et a!. (2005) it was observed that fur yaw angles of b = 7101 there was 
considerable interaction between the overtaking vehicle and the wake of the overtaken 
vehicle. The combination of crosswind flow structures and the transient flow conditions 
occurring during overtaking maneuvers may therefure significantly ampJitY the 
aerodynamic forces on the vehicles and further reduce vehicle stability. However, at 
present the limited existing work means these flow conditions are not sufficiently 
understood. 
Recently two studies were conducted by RJ Corin, University of Durham and Nur 
Liyana, Universiti Teknologi Petronas to analyze the transverse flow of overtaking 
vehicles 1:10 scaled down. These CFD studies were to analyze the air furces on the 
overtaken vehicles due to the transverse flow and to compare the results from the quasi 
steady approach with the unsteady flow approach 
Another study was conducted on inter vehicle spacmg. Inter -vehicle spacmg on 
highways is considered and an analysis of spacing is presented, deduced from data from 
an instnunented highway. Vehicle drag reductions arising from close spacing are 
discussed and drag and lifi data from wind-tunnel tests on two co- linear Ahmed bodies 
(representative vehicle shapes able to replicate typical car airflow, configured with 301 
slant back angles) are given. Inter-body, non-dimensional spacing was varied from 0.1 
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to 4.0, based on vehicle length. Surprisingly, significant drag increases were round for 
the rear Ahmed body fur spacing ofO.l-1.0, when compared to the drag ofthe body in 
isolation. For greater spacing, the drag of the rear body fell below the value of the 
isolated case, up to the maxirrrum spacing considered. The lift coefficient of the rear 
body was also found to be vety sensitive to spacing. It was concluded that the effect of 
the strong vortex system arising from the slant back was the cause of the drag and lift 
changes of the rear vehicle. 
Another paper provides an overview of some of the CFD methods developed by the 
Team fur Advanced Flow Sinrulation and Modeling The paper also provides many 
examples of three-dimensional flow sinrulations carried out with these CFD methods 
and advanced parallel supercomputers. The methods and tools described in that paper 
include: stabilized finite element fonnulations; fonnulations fur flows with moving 
boundaries and interlilces; mesh update methods; iterative soh.rtion techniques fur large 
nonlinear equation systems; and parallel implementation of these methods. The paper's 
target is to be able to address effectively certain classes of flow sinrulation problems. 
These include: unsteady flows with interfaces; fluid-object interactions; fluid-structure 
interactions; airdrop systems; aerodynamics of complex shapes; and contaminant 
dispersion 
Two more studies were concerned with the effuct of wings and spoilers on the car 
perfunnance with the effect of the drag and lifting forces generated by those add-ons. 
The first study was done on the funnula Mazda front wing to test its affuct on the drag 
and lift forces according to different angles of attack. The aim of that study was to 
provide infonnation about the front wings for that sports car. The second study dealt 
with 5 different designs of rear spoilers tested on 3D CFD model. The car model used 
was a Honda 82000; and the aim of the study was to test the dilfurent spoilers to observe 
the dilfurences in drag and to select the best one in preference of the better fuel 
consumption. 
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In summary, al1hough the impact of relative velocity on the aerodynamic fOrces on 
overtaking road vehicles have been investigated on a number of occasions the results 
remain inconclusive. There has also been little work investigating the fundamental 
dynamic effucts associated with overtaking in a crosswind. The present work therefore 
uses two-dimensional (2D) CFD to overcome the practical problems associated with 
wind tumel testing and provide a visualization of the changes occurring in the flow-field 
during overtaking rnanetwers. The CFD method was used to compare the quasi-steady 
and the unsteady simulations to c!ariJY the significance of dynamic effucts on the 
overtaking manetwer and identifY the limitations of the quasi-steady modeling approach 
The scope of this project extends beyond existing work to analyze the transient 
aerodynamic effucts associated with a crosswind and provide further fimdamental 
tmderstanding of their impact on passing maneuvers. 
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Methodology 
In this chapter the author will discuss the processes involved in this research, the list of 
software to be used will be stated and the time line would be discussed 
The methodology used in this project includes research fur better understanding 
(Literature Review), Preliminary Design and Numerical testing(CFD simulation). 
Project 
Final .Analysis Steady upgrade 
Research r---'1 Mesh i----'1 ,.-J. --' and 








4 Iori mary project work 
5 I( literature review, data BG, work with digitizer) 
6 
7 lc:.Qrnnnary project 
8 
9 . 
10 research on relevant data 
11 project planning 
12 
13 lear modeling in CAD 
14 exporting models to gambit and mesh generation 
15 
16 transferingthe mesh to fluent 
171Testing the meshes with iterations 
18 
Week 




20 Final year project 2 
21 
Task Name 
22 Modifying the mesh design, and boundary conditions 
23 !Running iterations while car are neck and neck 
24 
25 
nging the vehide positions and running the 
26 Recording and dorumentingthe data 
27 
28 Putting the basics for future modifications 
29 
30 Creating 3-D vehide graphics and mesh 
31 Testing the 3D flow capabilities and requirements 
32 
33 Creating UDF and testing for transient flow analysis 
34 
Week 
16 I 17 I 18 I 19 I 20 nlni231~12SI~Inl~l~ 
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The following sections discuss on research, preliminary design and numerical testing. 
RESEARCH (UTERATURE REVIEW} 
Literature review includes research on CFD analysis, importance of aerodynamic 
characteristic of road vehicles and research done on testing the flow around cars by 
using computational or experimental method. 
VEHICLES GRAPHICS DESIGN 





• Width: 1.9m 
• Length: 4 .4m 
Figure 1: car modell 
Model2 
Gallardo • Based on Pagani Zonda F layout 
• Width. 2.lm 
• Length:4.3m 
Figure 2: car model 2 
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Mesh Generation 
The mesh is divided into 2 mam sections, each is divided into 2 more sections 
(boundary, and boundary extension~ where the step size of the mesh in the extension is 
the double ofthat in the main boundary. 
Dimensions: 
• Length = 30m 
• Width = 16m 
Main b01mdary: 5m, boundary extension: 3m (each) 
Figu~ 3: CFD mesh at neck and neck position 




• Programming the UDF With C++ compiler 
• Integrate the UDF to the CFD software 
Software used in conducting this study: 
A utoCAD: a computer aided design software used to design the models, the output files 
are saved in DWG furmat. 
Solid Works: another computer aided design software used to enhance the designs and to 
convert the DWG format to another format (IGES) which is readable by the mesh 
generation software. 
Gambit: geometry modeling and grid generation software, used to generate the mesh 
used in the analysis 
Fluent: IDJlllerical simulation software and a computational fluid dynamics anlyser, used 
to analyze the case study. 




Setup and Solution 
Start the 2D version of FLUENT. 
Step 1: Grid 
1. Read the grid file valve.msh 
FileD-~ ReadD-~Case ... 
2. Check the grid. 
Grid D-~Check 
Note: You should always make sure that the cell minimum volume is not negative, 
since FLUENT cannot begin a calculation if this is the case. 
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3. Scale the grid. 
._ Scale <..rid ~ 
Scale factors 
Domain Extents 
Xmln (mJ I• 
Ymin (mJ 116 
Unit Conversion 
Grid Was Created In !an iJ 
Change length Unlts j 
Xmax (m) 116 .11111 
Ymax fml j%5. 99999 
Scale Unscale I Close Help 
Grid 0 - --tScale ... 
(a) Under Unit Conversion, select in from the drop-down list to complete the phrase 
Grid Was Created In em (centimeters). 
(b) Click Scale to scale the grid. 
(c) Click Change Length Units to set centimeters as the working units for length, 
and then close the panel. 
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4. Disp Ia y the grid 
DisplayO-~Grid ... 















Ou1fine I Interior I 
Display Colors ... ! Close Help 
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Step 2: Units 
1. For convenience, define new units fur velocity. 
Define 0----+ Units ... 
" \et I Inti~ IX 
Quantities Units Set All to 
11oermakeslslivity A m/s A defautt l tloermophoretiNiftusivity ftls 
time lt~Jrr.tn ~ lime-lnversc -
llritish 1 tlme-l...,..rse-allu:ll mph y 
torlHdnetic-energy-produdlon 
Fador ..-:vm. ~ torltutent-c:nergy-diss-rate 
torltulent--lclnetlc-energy 
Offset I• -ooiv-11as--censtant 
v 
New ... j ~ Close 1 Help I 
Step 3: Models 
1. Set the solver settings. 
DefineD----+ ModelsD----+Solver.. . 
• ~oiver & 
Solver 
• Pressure Based 














Gradient Option Porous Formulation 
• Gree!Miauss Cdl Based ;- Supelftclal Velodty 
Gree!Miauss Node Based ( Phys!QI Velocity 
,.. least Squares Cell Based 
(a) Click OK to retain the default settings. 
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2. Enable the k-epsilon turbulence model. 
DefineD--+ ModelsD--+ Viscous ... 




r Spalart-AIImaras (1 eqn) 
,. lc-epsllon (Z eqn) 
r t-omega (2 eqn) 






r- OHferentlal Vlscoslty Model 
Near-WaH Treatment 
'"" Slltodanl Wall Fum:liotls 
,.. Nan-Equilibrium Wall functions 
r Enhanced Wall Treatment 













(a) Enable k-epsilon (2 eqn) in the Model list. 
(b) SelectRNG from k-epsilon mpdel 
(c) Click OK to close the Viscous Model panel. 
The K-epsilon model is one of the most common turbulence models. It is a two equation 
mode~ that means, it includes two extra transport equations to rep resent the turbulent 
properties of the flow. This allows a two equation model to account fur history effects 
like convection and diffusion of turbulent energy. 
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Step 4: Materials 





CheoniCIII Fermulo flftM Flalll ..... ttols 
~----, .. , 
~cnlu 
Deaslly ~ jto .. tatO ::J J j 
1-::.t!S=-------==-= 
1 . 7ttw-IS 
_j 
Cine I Help 
(a) Click OK to retain the default settings. 
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Step 5: Operating Conditions 
Set the operating pressure to 0 pascal. 
DefineD-~Operating Conditions ... 
"- Operating Conditions ~ 
PTessure ~ravfly 
Operating Pressure (pascal) r Gravity jo 
Reference Pressure location 
X (m) jo 
Y (m) lo 
OK , Cancel ! Help 
For this problem, you will work with absolute pressures. 
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Step 6: Boundary Conditions 
DefineD--+Boundary Conditions ... 
1. Setthe boundary condition for velocity inlet 























Sel.. Copy... Close Help J 
(a) Select inl from the Zone list. 
This Type will be reported as velocity-inlet 
(b) Click the Set.. . button 
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[in1 
... _11111111 l n.craa~ l RH!don l Spedcs l DPW l......,...sc I UDS 
Vcledlv Spcdtlc.llen lotcthod jw. ...... Nerael 1e Bendety 
Refl:rcncc "-ciAitse~atc 
Ycledly M• ...... lblilll jr::-2H:::::-----~-.. IIt 
S,cdbliett Mctlle4j K ...a EpsU.. 
T .wc.t Klllctk: Encrwv (11121s21 j1 j c:eMteM 
Turllulcn« Dlnlplldon RMe (m2Js3J 1'-1 _____ F.;;;! 
Step 7: Solution 
::J 
::J 
1. Retain default solver settin~ for initial solution .. 
Solve ~-~ Controls -~Sohiion .. 
2. Initialize the flow. 
Solve -~ Initialize ['-~ Initialize 
• \ulu!IC. n lnll dll/dtlon '5( 
lllilleiVINcs 
G-.c PrcsHrt: ~Pesce~~_• - J 
X Vcl•dly (biiJIII . : -
YYeloclly~ I 
TllriMolefttliMtk hetty I-2Js21 1 
(a) Select all-zones from the Compute From drop-down list. 
(b) Click I nit aoo close the Solution Initialization panel. 
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3. Enab le the plotting of residuals dtrring the calculation. 
SolveD-~ Monitors D-~Residual ... 
• Hes1dual Mon1tors ~ 
Options Storage Ploling 
~ Print Iterations~ 3 Window ro- -$ 
~ Plot 
Normalization Iterations~ 3 




Check All solute ..:J ~esldual .. onftorConvergence Criteria 
continuity ~ Q f1 e- 89 
M- Yelocity Q l7 111!- 19 
~-Yelocity ~ !i7 j1e- 19 
k ~ Q 11e- 19 
iepsilon ~ v j1e- 19 
.::.1 
OK Plot I Renorm Cancel ! Help 
a) Enable Plot from the Optioru; list 
(b) Click OK to close the Residual Monitors panel. 
4. Enable the writing of furces (drag and lift) dtrring the calculation. 
Solve D-~ Monitors D-~ Force ... 
._ I orce Mom tors ~ 








led- histor y 
Force Vector 
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5. Save thecasefile (fyp . cas). 
File ~Write ~case ... 
6. Start the cakuJatim by requesting 60 iterations. 
Solve -~Iterate ... 
~ Iterate ~ 
Iteration 
Number of herations 160 iJ 
Reporting Jnterval l1 ~ 
UDF Profile Update lnterval j1 iJ 
herate I Apply I Close I Help 
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Unsteady analysis 
Write the UDF and compile it 
#indude <udf.h> 
DEFINE_CG_MOTION(zonda, dt, cg_vel, cg_omega, time, dtime) 
{ 
} 
/*real f = RP _Get_Real("'motion-par/freq_s'");*/ 
/*real a= RP_Get_Real('"motion-par/amplitude'");*/ 
real omega[]; 
real vel[]; 
/*real amplitude = .20; /* in inches */ 
/* real conv = 0.0254;*/ 
/*omega= 2.0*M_PI*f;*/ 
/* vel = amplitude*conv*omega*sin(omega*time);*/ 
/*vel= a*omega*sin(omega*time);*/ 
vel=2.2; 
cg_vel[0] = vel; /* x-velocity*/ 
cg_vel[l] = 0.0; 
cg_vel[2] = 0.0; 
NV_S (cg_omega, =, 0.0); /* no angular motion */ 
before you compile your source _le, the udf.h header _le will need to be 
accessible in your path, or saved locally within your working directory. 
The location of the udf.h leis: 
path/Fiuent.lnc/fluent6.+xlsrc/udf. h 
For compiled UDFs on Windows systems, two Fluent Inc. files are required to 
build your shared UDF library: makefile_nt.udf and user nt.udf. 
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The file user_nt.udf has a user-modifiable section that allows you to specify 
source file parameters. 
The procedure below outlines steps that you need to follow in order to set up the 
directory structure required for the shared library. 
1. In your working directory, make a directory that will store your UDF 
library(e.g., libudf). 
2. Make a directory below this called src. 
3. Put all your UDF source _les into this directory (e.g., libudf\src). 
4. Make an architecture directory below the library directory called ntx86 
for Intel systems running Windows_(e.g., libudf\ntx86). 
5. In the architecture directory (e.g., libudf\ntx86), create directories for 
the FLUENT versions you want to build for your architecture. (e.g., 
ntx86\2d and ntx86\3d). 
6. Copy user nl udf from 
path/Fiuent.lnc/fluent6.+x/src/user nt. udf 
to all the version subdirectories you have made (e.g., libudf\ntx86\3d). 
7. Copy makefile nt. udf from 
path/Fiuent.lnc/fluent6 .+xlsrc/makefile nt. udf 
to all the version subdirectories you have made (e.g., libudf\ntx86\3d) and 
rename it makefile. 
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After you have set 1.4> tre directory structure and put tre _les in tre proper 
places, you can compile and build tre shared library using tre TUL 
1. Using a text editor, edit every user nt.udf _le in each version directory to 





2. In tre Visual Studio command prompt window, go to each version 
directory (e.g., \libudf\ntx86\2d\), and type rmake. 
C:\users\user_name\work_dir\libudf\ntx86\2d>rrnake 
Open the fluent software from the visual studio command prompt 
Load the UDF into fluent 
DefineD--+ User-defined 0---+fuoctions ---+ compiled 
< Comp1led tiCJr, ~ 
S.IKCC Ales 1l = Heeder flle1J ~~~--""""-1 b:reta13-4.c udfcooflg.b 
•J= 
Add ... 1. Delete I Add .. j Delete I 
Ubrary Name llibudf Build 
Load Cancel Help I 
Add source file and click Build 
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Enable dynamic mesh properties 
DefineD----1- Dynamic MeshD----1-Parameters ... 
........ 
Q Dyna111lc Weah 
r In-Cylinder 
S111oothlng Layering I Aellleshlllt llt-Cyllader Six DOF Solver 
Oplloos 
r 
r Silt OOF Sotver 
Mesh Wet.ods 
r Sllle ... ing 
r;;; Llyerlng 
r Rerees~tito9 
• Constant Height 
r Conshlnl Alllo 
Cellapse Fsclllr '1 .Ill 
Define dynamic mesh zones 













Motion Attributes Geometry Definition I Meshing Options 
Wotlen UDFJProtlle ------. j kereta::llbudf :::J 
Center of Gravity Location 
X(mJr----
Center of Gmlity Orientation 
Theti_Z (dcll j• 
Yfmljl 
Create Jf: t 
____. 
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Repeat same steps as steady analysis, and change: 
1. Set the solver settings. 
DefineD-~ ModelsO-~Solver .. . 
Solver 
• Prenure Beaed 













r Nolt"tterM!Ye Time Adwncement ! 
r r 
Velocity formuletlon Unsteedy formulation 
r. Absolute 
c- • 1 stOnier Implicit 
r 
Gndient Option Porous Fon~~ulatlon 
• Green-Gauss Cell Based • Superficial Velocity 
Gn:en-Gevss Nede Bncd r Pllyslcal Vclecity 
Least Squares Cell Be sed 
OK Cance~ ~ 
(a) Select unsteady solver. 
(b) Click OK to retain the settings. 
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6. Start the cakulation by requesting 60 iterations. 
Solve -~Iterate ... 
No. of time steps to complete simulation at every 0.01 m is 2000 time steps with step 
s tz.e (7 .46 e-4 sec) 
' lterdte ~ 
Time 
nme Step Size [sJ I7 -~1!--
Number of Time Steps !2111 ~ 





r Data Sampling for Time Statistics 
Iteration 
Max Iterations per Time Step ~ ~ 
Reporting lmerval r--~ 
UOF Profile Update Interval ~ 3 
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Results and Discussion 
In this chapter the author will discuss the assumptions, the model design and the mesh 
design. 
Assumptions 
The asswnptions made in this research are: 
• No crosswind. 
• The flow due to the 3D profile of the car does not affect the flow around the top 
view 2D profile. 
Results 
Steady Analvsis 
In this part of the report, the author will discuss the results obtained from the quasi static 
CFD simulation arxi clarifies how these resuhs represent the real life although 3D atxl 
transient analyses were not investigated. 
-4000 -3000 -2000 -1000 0 1000 2000 3000 4000 
distance between vehidescenters(cm) 
Figure 4: relation between the car dst urba nee and the vehides positions 
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As one car approaches another car, trying to do an overtaking maneuver, the car faces 
some instability due to aerodynamic disturbances. As shown in figure 4, the 
disturbances starts to increase as the car get close to the front vehicle, and it starts to 
drop as soon as the overtaking vehicle (car 1) reaches the overtaken vehicle (car 2) till 
they reach the neck and neck position. 
As car 1 tends to get in front of car 2, the disturbance rises rapidly until car2 2 is 
overtaken. Finally the disturbance decay naturally till it reaches the stable condition 
The disturbance magnitude is affected by the speed of the cars, the relative speed 
between the cars and the size ratio of the cars, so it is advised to hold the steering wheel 
with both hands when driving fast (race conditions) to be able to correct the instability 
and to avoid serious injuries. 
In the following pages the contours of the static pressure and velocity magnitude is 
shown to provide the necessary visual aid to visualize the theoretical data which lead to 




Figure 5: Pressure contours for steady analysis 
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Figure 6: Velocity contola'S for steady analysis 
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Problems with unsteady (transient) analysis 
As the research in transient analysis was being conducted, some problems were fuced 
that stopped the continuance of the study in an unsteady state. The main problem was 
the existence of non positive volumes in the mesh, weather this problem is fuced and 
bypassed, it always reappears. This reason is caused by high skewness of the elements 
due the mesh motion and deformation To overcome this problem and run a dynamic 
mesh successfully it is advised to use Fluent Tgrid software which specializes in moving 
unstructured large meshes and it is able to fix the skewness problems 
In fluent software: 
Negative volumes problem appeared as the UDF started working, it was then corrected 
by smoothing the mesh, and the problems kept reappearing until it was not able to be 
fixed. 
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3D testing Results 
M .. h 








Figure 8: residuals for 30 analysis 
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Figul'1! 12: turbwance pathlines for the 30 half model analysis 
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0<112, l010 
ANS'ISFUENr 120(3d <Ps ...,.., 
The study was conducted on a half car model {lamborghini Gallardo) at 150 Km/h. the grid 
consists of about 700,000 elements, so the results has computational errors as the number of 
the elements needs to be more than 4,000,000 elements to get a solution independent from 
the grid size. And to upgrade for this study we need about 15milion elements. 
The pictures show the residuals, drag and lift convergence. It also shows the pathlines fort he 
pressure, partides and velodty around the vehide. 
The grid was formed in gambit software and the analyses were conducted with fluent 6.3 and 
fluent 12 software. 
This is a steady analysis with K-epsilon visrous model on a full scale 3D car 
Drag coefficient C0 = 0. 7, 
Lift coeffident c, = 1.4. 
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Conclusion and Recommendations 
Conclusion 
Since the topic chosen was confirmed, research has been done through journals and 
refurence books in the internet and the hbrary. Drag is one of the most important furces 
for alfucting the vehicle movement as well as pressure forces. 
Different mesh sizes were created and tested to obtain a grid independent solution. After 
selecting the suitable mesh size, several meshes were created with different positions 
between the vehicles. After the quasi static CFD analysis was conducted, the researcher 
tried to deepen the research field or put the basics for fiuther investigations; a 3D half 
car model was generated to test the feasibility of 3D analysis, but the grid was too big 
for the computer and software resources. 
Then transient analysis study was started, and done with good progress, but due to lack 
of time and resources, this study is pending fur fiuther investigations. 
This study was a success in analyzing the flow between two vehicles, and in making the 




• To install Fluent 12 and Microsoft Visual studio on the computers in building 17 
• Install Tgrid 
For the project: 
• Upgrade to transient analysis 
As the quasi steady approach descnbes the flow and the disturbances due to 
vehicles positioning the transient approach fine-tunes these results as it takes 
the relative velocities between the vehicles into consideration. Fluent Tgrid 
softwareis needed for this approach. 
• Considering crosswind 
This study is conducted asswnmg normal wind conditions, but fur more 
accuracy crosswind should be implemented in the study to mimic the real lifu 
situation. 
• 3D flow analysis. 
The flow around the vehicles is affucted by the 3D profile of the vehicle not 
by the 2D profile only; further investigations should be canied on 3D 
analysis. Minimum of 15 million element grid should be constructed to get a 
good mesh for grid independent results. 
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